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Welcome�

Now you can feel

at home 

every time

you travel�



� � �

New aesthetics �� � ��

A feeling of safety �� � �	

Total peace of mind �� � �


The art of communication �� � ��

Excellence everyday �� � ��

��


We all want the best
for our family�
That’s why
the new Peugeot ��

has been designed to fit
into your lifestyle
perfectly�

Thought

We believe “safe”
doesn’t have to mean

“boring”� With a
responsive comfortable

ride you’ll enjoy every
journey while visiting

the petrol station
less than you think�

through

The ��
 reassures
your family at every turn
enhancing your feelings
of well being
freedom safety
and practicality�

emotion



� � 


Imagine���

A world with no meetings�

A lunch spent in the pursuit of pleasure  not business�

A brighter side to l ife�



��
� Travel in comfort and style�



�� � ��

With the Peugeot ��


offering so many

available extras everyone is

guaranteed to enjoy the ride�

Its sleek design catches

the eye while the impressive

amount of interior space

will certainly

catch the attention�

Impress those that matter� 



��
� Reassuring power�



�� � ��

Everyone likes to relax

when the chance arises�

Lying on a comfy sofa

with a good book

doing a spot of gardening �

it’s great to unwind�

It’s all about feeling

comfortable in your surroundings �

that’s why you’ll

enjoy the ��
�

Driver and passengers alike will

feel safe and at home 

while cruising along�

Relax when you can�



Control and comfort�



�� � ��

We all  know that kids 

quickly get bored

on long trips�

That’s why the new Peugeot ��


has been designed with

the l ittle ones in mind�

With its rear facing leisure

screen*  they can play

their favourite games

or watch fi lms on DVD�

“Are we there already”�

*Screen available as optional extra�

Playtime all the time�



Be in touch�



�� � �	

Top of the league� 

You’re on the winning side with Peugeot�

Thinking of starting up your very own ��a�side team?

Then the ��
 is  definitely for you� It  has al l  the room

you need for your young footballers as well  as al l  the kit�

So travel to the match in style and make a memorable entrance�



All you need for all you want�



�� � �


Hey presto! �� � 	�

Welcome aboard 	� � �	

Driving: a true pleasure �� � ��

Built for safety �� � ��

Communicate �� � ��

In style �� � ��

��


The ��
 is truly one
of the most innovative
and creatively 
inspired cars
on the market�

Created

Extremely spacious
light and airy

it fulfils all
your expectations with

its “����” details to make
life that much 

more enjoyable�

by

Comfort driving pleasure
safety communication
and environment:
enter a world of
intelligent technology
which understands
you and your family�

intelligence



�
Hey presto!



	� � 	�

At the touch of a button

your door opens automatically�

So is it magic?

Not really just another example

of Peugeot’s commitment

to innovative design�

Multi�talented
remote control 
In addition to opening
the electric sliding side doors**
the high�frequency remote
control system makes it possible
to lock and unlock the vehicle
remotely locate the vehicle
(via activation of indicator lights)
ventilate the vehicle by lowering
the windows* and memorise
the position of seats and
rear�view mirrors*�

Electric and one�touch
The side doors are fitted

with electric one�touch windows
with a safety auto reverse device**

that can be overridden by
an electric locking system

to ensure children’s safety� 

Comfort accessibility
and security
The electric sliding side doors**
can be activated via � illuminated
controls in the overhead console
which can be reached by
passengers in the first row�
The central locking system
one or other of the electric
sliding doors the 	 sunroofs***
and all the interior lighting
can be controlled from the
overhead console� Locking the
doors while the vehicle is on the
move can also be controlled from
this console� And the doors
can be activated by passengers
in the second row via a control
button on the side door pillar�
This support panel also has a
button that activates the electric
windows** and a dial for
individually controlling airflow **� 

*Standard or ”pack” option according to equipment level�
**As standard on GLX Executive and Executive SE versions�
***Optional equipment

Hey presto!



�
Welcome aboard



	� � 	�

Thanks to the world�first QUICKFIX®

system rear seats can fix onto

and slide along “monorail”

type runners� And if you need

some extra space the seats

can be fitted and removed

in a fraction of a second

without any need for tools

or preparation with almost

�� combinations� 

Your home from home
The ��
 has “moulded” individual seats�  On the GLX version (‘pack’ option on LX version) the seats rotate ���° and
when the vehicle is stationary they can be arranged to a form a genuine ‘small lounge area� 

and easy
The QUICKFIX® system means the seats can be fitted and removed in a fraction of a second without any need
for tools� The runners integrated into the floor of the vehicle offer a multitude of seating combinations enabling
each passenger to choose their desired configuration�

The ideal driving position
All seats slide along runners and are reclinable�

The front seats are fitted with height�adjustable armrests*�
Lumbar adjustment* combined with height

length and reclining adjustment enable the driver
to find an optimum driving position� In the Executive

and Executive SE versions and as an option on the GLX model
the front heated seats have ��memory electric adjustment�

in one simple move
The rear side seats

are fitted with integral
fold�back control�

With a simple movement
you can fold the seat back

and then the base
away into a “wallet”

position making it easier
to gain access to the

third row of seats�

So practical
The height of the driver’s

seat can be adjusted
via a control lever**�

*As standard or “pack” option on LX�
** Manual or electric height adjustment

depending on version�

your familyFlexible for

Welcome aboard



	� � 	


With the new

Peugeot ��


comfort and freedom

are always features

of the journey�

The seats can be

configured immediately

and effortlessly� 

In addition the

position of the hand

brake on the right

of the driver’s seat

and the console

mounted gear stick

make it easier to

move between the first

and second rows of

seats when the vehicle

is stationary�

your familyFlexible for

� seats�


 seats�

� seats “Lounge” configuration�

“Cargo” configuration � fold�up seats in the same row�

Putting seats in the “wallet” the position frees up maximum boot space�

“Cargo” configuration�

� seats�

Executive SE version (� seats) has leather as standard�
Absence of central seat provides more space� All seats have armrests�



	� � 	�

Flat or hammock?
A mesh net** can be installed
either flat or in a hammock
position in the boot allowing
your personal items to be
kept securely� 

The interior rear�view mirror in your ��
 is light sensitive*�
Thanks to two sensors that detect the light interval between

the front and rear of the vehicle the mirror darkens
or brightens automatically thus preventing dazzle� 

Comfort

Ultimate lighting
The ��
 offers the optional 
extra of 	 tilt and slide electric 
sunroofs that provide
a surprising amount of light�
They are fitted with an anti�pinch
device and a sunblind� Each sunroof
has a control button and the driver
can also control the 	 sunroofs
from the overhead console�

Lots of load space
The ��
 offers

you remarkable
loading volume�

Plug in
From the GLX model
upward passengers in
the rear of the vehicle
have access to �� V
sockets in the second
and third rows**�

Maps or maths
homework? 
Aviation style
tables on the back
of the front seats**
provide a handy
workstation� 

Practical practical
practical

Positioned on
the bottom of

each front seat**
thoughtful webbing

allows you to keep
personal items safe� 

Intelligent head
restraints 

“Highly articulated”
front seat head

restraints are height 
and tilt adjustable�
They are equipped
with an anti�drop

mechanism that
prevents them
from dropping

in the event of impact
from the rear� 

* Not available on LX models
**As standard or “pack” option depending on the level of fittings 
(row � access to ��v sockets and webbing in driver seat not available
if CD autochanger fitted)� 
***Optional on LX GLX and Executive� Standard on Executive SE�

Easy does it
An interior handle in the second row makes it

easy for passengers to board the vehicle�

See the world more clearly
With the ��
 you can make the most of the light without suffering from the heat� The windows are tinted and the panoramic
windscreen is athermic*� This enables perfect visibility to the front and sides of the vehicle and reduces heat reflection inside
the passenger compartment by ���� The rear side windows can be dark�tinted as an optional extra***�

*Standard on Executive and Executive SE available on GLX as part of the ”visibility pack” option at extra cost�
**Available on GLX models and above�



�� � ��

Fabulous fittings

Let there be light
The interior lighting system is extremely flexible� 
It can be controlled by buttons located on each interior
light or by a control button located in the overhead console� As well
as gradual and continuous switch�on and switch�off lighting functions
the comprehensive system offers up to �� different light sources� 

Don’t be left in the dark
On the Executive and Executive SE dipped headlights illuminate the road
ahead as soon as it starts to get dark*� 

Keep an eye on the kids
From the GLX version up
a child mirror allows the front�seat
passenger to keep an eye on
children in the back without
having to alter the position
of the interior rear�view mirror�
It can be folded away in the
overhead console�

Mirror mirror
The exterior rear�view mirrors are adjustable

and can be folded away electronically*�
They can be activated by remote control

and include a de�icing function�

Safe as houses
The “Follow Me Home” function* maintains

exterior headlights on until you reach
your front door and lock the car via the plip key� 

High�tech screen
With the colour navigation system
option the dash display has a
high�definition 
” ��/� colour screen***�

Innovative design
The dash display has three
shadowgraph illuminated dials
on a green background:
a rev counter tachometer and a
fuel/water temperature gauge�

Here comes the rain �
no problem!
The front “butterfly” type
windscreen wiper allows
optimum visibility� On
the Executive and Executive SE
the sweep rate adapts according
to how heavy the rain is using
a sensor fitted at the bottom
of the windscreen�
When the front wipers are
activated the rear wiper starts
automatically as soon as
the vehicle begins to reverse�

Easy to park
To make manoeuvring easier the ��


has a parking assistance system**
with ultra�sound distance sensors located

in the rear bumper� The frequency
of the warning signal increases

as the vehicle gets closer to an obstacle�

*Standard on Executive and Executive SE available on GLX
as part of the “visibility pack” option at extra cost�
**Standard on Executive and Executive SE only
*** Not available on LX models



�� � �	

In you go!
Practical and discreet
storage drawers
(depending on level
of fittings)� 

Impressive interior
The waste container* and
ashtray are detachable
and can be placed in
different attachments
around the passenger
compartment� 

Yet more storage space
The front and back door panels
have large storage compartments
and can hold ��� litre bottles�
They also contain a small bottle
holder and a file holder�

And what about my CDs?
On the dashboard on the passenger’s
side there is a clever storage space
encased in a soundproof layer
that is perfect for storing CDs�
On the driver’s side there is a side
pocket for storage of money pens 
remote control etc� 

Where’s my mobile?
In the glovebox that’s where conveniently
located on the passenger side�

And in the third row?
The passengers in the rear also have plenty 
of storage areas� There is a bottle holder side
pocket and � closed storage areas (except
with electric sliding side doors)�

How much sun
would you like?
The side blinds* in the second
and third rows are retractable�
They prevent dazzle whilst
still allowing you to see out 
of the window�

Personalised airflow in
the rear of the vehicle

In the second and third rows
from the GLX version up

passengers can enjoy an adjustable
airflow to suit their individual
needs� This is all thanks to air

outflow points and a control panel
located in the side door pillar� 

Air�conditioned comfort 
In all versions you will find a “fully automatic” climate

control system that includes left/right temperature adjustment� 
By pressing the ‘auto’ button the interior temperature can

be controlled automatically according to the pre�selected level� 

Fresh thinking
A refrigerated storage space located in the central

console can be used to keep bottles or cans cold�
If required the cold airflow can be switched off�

* Standard from GLX version up�
*As standard on GLX version up�



	
Driving: a true pleasure



Consumption CO�
in mpg (litres/��� km) (g/km)

extra
urban urban combined

��� litre petrol  �	� bhp (manual gearbox) ����� (���	) 	����(
�	) 	���� (���) ���

��� litre petrol  �	� bhp (automatic gearbox) ����� (�	�
) 	���� (
�	) ����� (���) �	�

��� litre petrol  ��� bhp (manual gearbox) ����� (����) 	���� (
��) ����� (��
) �	�

��� litre HDi ��� bhp (manual gearbox) 	���� (���) �
��� (���) 	���	 (
��) ���

��� litre HDi �	� bhp (manual gearbox) �
��
 (����) �
��� (���) 	���
 (
��) ���

�� � �


Can driving make you happy?

With the new Peugeot ��
 part of

the answer is under the bonnet

as a petrol or HDi Turbo diesel power

unit� Pleasure dynamism optimised

fuel consumption* respect for the

environment reliability: with the ��


pleasure performance and peace

of mind come together through

a wide choice of engines� 

Driving: 
a true pleasure

A versatile automatic gearbox
Available in ��� litre petrol models the one�touch automatic propulsion gearbox has four speeds�
In “auto active” mode the gearbox adapts to driving style and conditions (load grip etc�)
It can also be used in one�touch mode: the driver changes up and down “manually” without having to use
the clutch effortlessly and with flexibility precision and speed�

A wide range of engine types
The ��
 litre engine range is focused around � versions
��� for economy/efficiency
��� for performance/driveability

The ��� and ��� engines are available as HDi Turbo diesel versions
with “Common Rail” system and particulate filter (FAP)�

*For details of fuel consumption please refer to the latest edition of the ��
 specification leaflet



�� � ��

Is the ��


environmentally

friendly? 

Definitely� With

its particulate filtering

system and ���

recyclability (metal

glass fluids plastic

materials rubber)

it looks after other

motorists and the

environment as much

as its own occupants� 

typeEngine

HDi: A cleaner technology
Environmentally sound the
particulate filtering system consists
of a porous structure integrated
into the catalytic converter
reducing particulate emissions
to measurable limits� Every ���
to ��� km the intelligent engine
management system ensures
complete regeneration of the filter�

HDi Turbo diesel:
All the power you need 
The two Turbo diesel engines

available in the ��
 incorporate
HDi technology� The engines

contain a pump that feeds fuel into
a “common rail” (�)� These two

engines offer better performance
and reduce fuel consumption

polluting emissions combustion
noise and vibrations�

Great road handling 
The front/rear wheel�axle unit is “pseudo Mc�Pherson”
and has a number of new features that have improved

the dynamics and active safety� The rear suspension
with trailing arm and distortable strut has been

modified to ensure enjoyable driving and
ideal road handling�both Peugeot characteristics�

�



�
Built for safety



The latest technology
“Curtain” airbags under the side windows protect passengers in all three rows� The SMART
front airbags have two generators: depending on the force of the crash one or two generators are activated
enabling optimisation of pressure and speed of inflation� Furthermore if you want to put a child’s seat in the front
it is possible to override the front passenger airbag� To give you and the front passenger even more protection
side airbags are integrated into the side panels of the front seats�

�� � �	

One thing is certain � you can never

do too much to protect those you love�

As with all Peugeot models the ��


benefits from the latest technology to

make the road a safer place� In addition

to its standard active and passive

safety features the ��
 has a number

of devices that contribute to providing

optimum safety “on a daily basis”

especially when children are concerned�

Look forward

Feel safe

ESP* ABS ASR* EBFD and EBA� All as standard
The Electronic Stability Programme* makes it possible to control vehicle
stability by comparing the course programmed by the steering wheel
and the actual course of the vehicle� If there is a significant difference
between the two �over or understeering� the system applies the brakes
to one or more wheels and reduces engine torque providing the driver
with assistance that is both discreet and effective� 
� The ABS system prevents any risk of wheel locking on slippery roads
allowing the driver to maintain full control� 
� The ASR prevents wheels from spinning in poor grip conditions
especially when you’re braking on slippery surfaces� 

The ��
 also has two other functions: 
� An EBFD system which distributes brake pressure over all four wheels
according to grip and vehicle load�  
� An EBA system that increases braking pressure when the driver “slams” on
the brakes thus optimising efficiency so that the vehicle’s entire braking
capacity can be used if necessary�

*Standard on ��� petrol and ��� HDi� 



Real protection for your little ones
The side seats are fitted with ISOFIX fixtures
allowing seats to be raised or a specific child’s
seat to be fitted in the second row�

Smooth running
Cruise control* makes it possible to keep vehicle
speed steady� The driver can override the cruise
control at any time just by depressing the accelerator�
The speed selected can be memorised on the steering
wheel mounted controls� An excess speed warning can
also be programmed (depending on specification)�

	 point safety belts
for all passengers 
Each seat has safety belts with 	 anchoring points
including the central seat in row ��

Active safety features

Automatic hazard warning lights 
The hazard warning lights are activated automatically in the event
of rapid deceleration (brakes applied) allowing the driver to maintain
concentration on the road�

The ��


is fitted with an

advanced engine

immobiliser and

transponder� Also the

door locks turn

without engaging if

an item other than

the key is introduced�

An anti�theft

mechanism in the

steering column

immobilises the

column if an attempt is

made to force the

visible section� In order

to make it more

difficult to break into

the vehicle there are

no interior locking

buttons in the first row

and they are flush in

the second row�

Finally a super lock

mechanism (optional

depending on

specification) and

linked to an ultrasonic

alarm isolates the door

opening system from

the controls making

it impossible to open

any of the doors once

a window has been

broken�

Easy lifting
Do you want to handle the spare
wheel effortlessly and without
getting dirty? The spare wheel
hoist in the ��
 can be deployed
from the boot of the vehicle�
Located under the floor
the spare wheel can be stored
and removed easily�

Safety for the children
The driver maintains control
of electrical functions that are
accessible to children via a central
locking device located on the
electric window support plate� Just
by pressing the button
this device makes it possible to
deactivate the electric sliding side
doors the rear electric windows
(from the GLX version upward)
and the sunroofs above the 	 rows
(optional)�

*As standard or optional at extra cost depending on level of fittings (except LX)�



�
Communicate



�� � ��

Keeping in touch with the world while

on the move is important to Peugeot�

That’s why the ��
 offers highly advanced

communication features including dual

band GSM hands free* high definition


” ��/� screen cartographic navigation

system* RD	 autoradio with RDS radio

and single CD player� For the kids a rear

leisure screen is available as an optional

extra� This foldaway 
” ��/� colour screen

is integrated into the roof of the vehicle

and means they can watch a DVD or play

video games without disturbing anyone

thanks to wireless headphones� 
*Optional at extra cost depending on specification�

Communicate

Colour navigation system
The ��
 has a colour cartographic navigation system*(‘Pack’ option) that is displayed via a display with two dials
and a high definition 
” ��/� colour screen� The driver can use this system to navigate the route to a selected
destination with the help of voice and visual directions� The system has the following functions: to position your
vehicle a GPS (Global Position System) antenna receives signals from geostationary satellites while a gyrometer
clarifies the position of the vehicle more accurately� A calculator determines the best route� Directions are given
verbally via the autoradio loudspeakers and visually� These can be read directly from the multi�function screen
situated in the central console� 

Radio/CD and � Speakers
The audio system with RDS technology includes
a single CD player as standard with steering wheel
mounted controls and a � CD auto�changer is available
as an option� In addition the ��
 sound system
adapts audio volume to the speed of the vehicle
so you can enjoy your favourite music whether
you’re in town or on the motorway�

Be in touch with Peugeot**
The GSM telephone module with SIM card is incorporated into the autoradio

while the microphone built into the central interior light gives you “hands free” telephone use�
The voice recognition system ensures safe usage as do 

the steering wheel mounted controls� By simply pressing the Peugeot call button the driver
can contact the Customer Service Centre directly from anywhere in the UK 

and gain access to information about Peugeot and its services�

	 dial dash display and on�board computer 
The ��
 is fitted with an on�board computer as standard showing fuel consumption (current and average)
distance travelled range and average speed� This information and warning messages (location of open doors etc)
is displayed on the multi�function screen� There is also a diagnostic function for peace of mind� In addition
the ��
 offers a monochrome navigation system with pictogram and voice synthesis function as an option� 

*Optional at extra cost depending on specification
**If navigation system is fitted

RT	 Radio/CD unit shown is an optional extra and is available only
when satellite navigation is specified�



�
In style



If you are looking

for modern design

and material quality

that’s pleasing to the

eye and incredibly

comfortable for the

body look no further�

You can choose from

three designs so you

can find something

that suits your style

and personality�

Epitomised by the panoramic

windscreen and sweeping

instrument panel the ��
 represents

a major stylistic advance in the people

carrier� With its modern design

fluid lines and flexible interior lighting

the new Peugeot ��
 makes aesthetics

a part of life�

Inner beauty

In style 

Family Ambience
Diamond Grey cloth for a functional and traditional interior�
On LX version�

Executive Ambience
Diamond Grey velour for a classic and refined interior�
On GLX and Executive versions�

Premium Ambience
Seats with leather upholstery and an Alcantara ambience for a luxury interior�
Optional on Executive� Standard on Executive SE�



Hot/cold box module
This modular hot/cold box, which has both
heating and cooling functions, is held firmly
in its place by means of the seat anchorage
points. The power is supplied via the
vehicle cigar lighter. Capacity: 28 litres.

Grey carpet mats
Embroidered with the 807 logo, these hardwearing
carpet mats provide maximum protection for the
original carpets, and are also pre-cut to match the

807’s modular seating.

Styled front mudflaps
Designed to perfectly complement the lines
of the 807, these styled mudflaps are
supplied with a matt black finish, or they can
be painted to match the colour of your
vehicle

Front/Rear door wind deflectors
Designed to increase ventilation into

the cabin, whilst minimising noise and buffeting.

�� � ��

��
 Accessories

Roof mounted video screen kit
Designed to perfectly integrate into the interior,
this 17cm video screen is roof mounted on 
a swivel so that it can be adjusted for the best
viewing position. The screen has audio inputs for 
a DVD player, a camcorder or a games console.
The unit works with infrared wireless headphones 
so that the journey seems shorter for both parents
and children.

Roof Bars
With flowing, aerodynamic lines, these roof bars are 

perfectly integrated with the vehicle’s styling.
They slide easily along the longitudinal rails and are locked 

in place with hooked levers integrated in each foot.
Capacity 100kg.

Interior cycle carrier
This internal cycle carrier enables two bikes to be transported safely and 
securely inside the vehicle. The front wheel is removed and secured in the side section 
of the carrier. One carrier is required per bike.



Colours

Metallic colours
�� Astor Grey
	� Aluminium
�� Royal Blue
�� Cypress Green
�� Moonstone

Pearlescent colours 

� Diablo Red
�� China Blue

Solid colours
�� Dragoon Blue

Adagio hubcaps
��" (LX version)�

Largo aluminium
wheels
��" (as standard
on GLX and
Executive SE)�

�
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◗Peugeot Peace of Mind

Peugeot vehicles are
designed and manufactured
to give you worry-free
motoring and peace of mind.
As a Peugeot owner 
you are entitled to a 
comprehensive range of 
customer care services 
from your Peugeot Dealer
who has the expertise to
maintain your Peugeot to 
its peak performance.

◗Peugeot Warranties

•3 Years of Warranty:
In addition to the 2 year
unlimited mileage 
manufacturer’s Warranty, 
all vehicles first registered 
in the UK and purchased
from a UK Peugeot Dealer 
benefit from a free optional 

additional 1 year of Warranty 
provided by the Peugeot
Dealer network in the UK.
This optional Warranty is
offered free of charge 
but subject to the 
manufacturer's 
recommended servicing
being carried out by an
authorised Peugeot
Dealership.
This additional Warranty 
carries a mileage limit of 
60, 000 miles (100,000
miles for Boxer models
excluding Motorhomes and
other converted vehicles)
from first registration.
The conditions of the 
additional 1 year Warranty
are identical to those of the
2 year manufacturer’s
Warranty. (For full terms 
and conditions, please 
consult your Peugeot Dealer.
NB:This 3 years of Warranty
is automatically transferable
on the sale of the vehicle).

•12 Year Anti-Perforation
and 3 Year Paint
Warranty:
Also automatically 
transferable on sale of the
vehicle, this will maintain
and enhance the resale
value of your car.
(The Anti-Perforation
Warranty is limited to 
6 years and the Paint
Warranty to 2 years on 
206 Van, Partner, Expert
and Boxer vans.)

◗Peugeot Extended
Warranty

Should you need protection
beyond the initial 3 years 
of Warranty, the Peugeot
Extended Warranty plan 
can give you cover of up 
to 120, 000 miles or 4 to 
5 years on cars, or 4 years
with unlimited mileage on
Partner, Expert, Expert
Combi and Boxer vans.
Available as an option at
extra cost, the Peugeot
Extended Warranty is one 
of the most competitive
schemes of its type and is
available exclusively to
Peugeot owners. Please ask
your Dealer for full details.

◗Peugeot Assistance

For the first year of 
ownership you will 
automatically receive
Peugeot Assistance cover 
for complete peace of mind.
Additional Peugeot Assistance
may be purchased for the
second and third years.
Operated by the RAC, it
includes roadside assistance,
vehicle recovery, free
replacement vehicle or 
hotel accommodation and
chauffeur provision in case 
of certain medical disabilities.
Peugeot Assistance is 
available within the UK and
Europe. Your local Peugeot
Dealer has full details of
terms and conditions.

◗Peugeot Service Care

Peugeot petrol engine 
vehicles need servicing 
every 20,000 miles or every
2 years, whichever is sooner.
Drivers of diesel versions also 
benefit from extended 
servicing with 12,000 miles
(10,000 non HDi diesel 
vehicles) or 2 year intervals.
With less time spent in the
maintenance bay and fewer
service visits, Peugeot have
passed on the benefits of
technology in engine design
and lubrication. Cost savings
compared to competitive
models increase with 
mileage covered, and 
could be up to 45%.

In order to minimise the
inconvenience associated
with normal servicing,
Peugeot UK Dealers promise
to offer you the choice of:
- while you wait servicing
with a timed appointment;

- or local vehicle collection
from your home or place of
work;

- or alternative transport 
to the railway station,
home or place of work; 

- or by arrangement, 
a hire car at a 
concessionary rate.

In addition they will 
aim to ensure that your
vehicle is washed 
before it is returned.

◗Peugeot Insurance
Centre

Peugeot Insurance has been
specifically arranged for
Peugeot owners. Offering 
discounted premiums and 
a fast and efficient claims
service, it is another benefit
of owning a Peugeot.
Your Dealer can provide a
proposal form for a free
quotation or you can call the
Peugeot Insurance Centre
direct on 0845 200 1234 for
a free quotation.

Alternatively, contact:
Peugeot Insurance Centre
The Wharf
Neville Street
Leeds
LS1 4AZ
Whatever Peugeot you drive,
we guarantee you a 
competitive premium for
your Motor Insurance.As a
valued customer of Peugeot
we’ll make sure you get the
very best premium quotation
possible from Peugeot
Insurance.

The Peugeot Customer Promise
When you buy a new Peugeot vehicle from a Peugeot Dealer in the UK and entrust your vehicle to one of them for servicing or repair, 

they promise: to give you the best people, with the best training and diagnostic tools, Genuine Peugeot parts and the best aftersales backup, 

all at a competitive price.


